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Abstract
In this paper, we propose an adversarial learning network for the task of multi-style image captioning (MSCap)
with a standard factual image caption dataset and a multistylized language corpus without paired images. How to
learn a single model for multi-stylized image captioning
with unpaired data is a challenging and necessary task,
whereas rarely studied in previous works. The proposed
framework mainly includes four contributive modules following a typical image encoder. First, a style dependent
caption generator to output a sentence conditioned on an
encoded image and a specified style. Second, a caption discriminator is presented to distinguish the input sentence to
be real or not. The discriminator and the generator are
trained in an adversarial manner to enable more natural
and human-like captions. Third, a style classifier is employed to discriminate the specific style of the input sentence. Besides, a back-translation module is designed to
enforce the generated stylized captions are visually grounded, with the intuition of the cycle consistency for factual
caption and stylized caption. We enable an end-to-end optimization of the whole model with differentiable softmax approximation.At last, we conduct comprehensive experiments
using a combined dataset containing four caption styles to
demonstrate the outstanding performance of our proposed
method.

1. Introduction
Automatically generating human-like captions for images, namely image captioning, has emerged as a prominent interdisciplinary research problem at the intersection of computer vision and natural language processing
[36, 33, 40]. It has many important industrial applications,
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style

Captioner

Factual:
A brown dog drinks from a body of water.
Humorous:
A dog putting his legs into a pond, but scared of the water.
Romantic:
A brown dog steps into murky water,
careful to swim back to his master.
Positive:
A cuddly dog is drinking from a body of tranquil water.
Negative:
A black ugly dog drinks from a body of dirty water.

Figure 1. Example results of our multi-style image-captioning
model. Given an image, our model learns to generate attractive
image captions with various styles, which could be controlled by
assigning style labels. Sentences under each colored words, i.e.
the style name, are the generated caption corresponding to that
style.

such as visual intelligence in chatting robots, photo sharing
on social media, and assistive facilities for visually impaired
people. To generate true human-like image captions, an image captioning system is required to understand the visual
content and write captions with proper linguistic properties.
However, most existing image captioning systems focus on
the vision side that describes the visual content in an objective, neutral manner (factual captions), while the language
side, e.g. linguistic style, is often neglected.
In fact, linguistic style [4] is an essential factor in human
language that reflects personality, emotion, and sentiment. Style typically refers to linguistic aspects other than the
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message content. Figure 1 show the captions of distinctive
styles for a given image, including factual, humorous, romantic, positive, and negative. Incorporating appropriate
styles into image captions will greatly enrich their clarity
and attractiveness, and thus foster user engagement and social interactions. Some efforts have been made on stylized
image captioning, including explicitly modeling sentiment
words [25], transforming word embeddings matrices [10],
and factoring the problem into two separate subprocesses
[24] et al. However, all these models are built to translate images into captions of a single caption style. So far
there has not been an efficient way to simultaneously handle multiple styles. Their inefficiency results from the fact
that in order to learn mappings between images and k caption styles, k distinctive models have to be trained. Meanwhile, the model can only learn from a specific style out of k
and cannot fully utilize the entire training data, even though
there exists common knowledge that could be learned from
the whole k-style data, e.g. correspondence between words
and image content.
To address this problem, a single-model solution for
multi-style image captioning (MSCap) is desired to generate visually grounded and any desired stylized captions for a
given image, while multi-style captioning resources including images and multi-style captions are explored jointly for
the single-model training. Typically, training such a model requires fully annotated collections of aligned imagestylized-caption pairs (paired data) for each style. However, it is quite expensive to collect such paired multi-style
captioning collections, especially when the numbers of images and styles increase. Compared to annotating stylized
captions for each image, it is much easier and cheaper to
collect a corpus of stylized sentences without aligned images. Therefore, it is challenging but valuable to design
a multi-style captioning model by exploring such unpaired
multi-stylized data in addition to handily available factual image-caption paired data (e.g. MS COCO [22] dataset),
which motivates our work.
In this paper, we propose an adversarial learning network
to handle the problem of multi-style image caption generation simultaneously with factual image-caption pairs, and
unpaired stylized captions. Given an image and its desired
captioning style as input, the proposed model generates its
corresponding stylized caption. Specifically, the proposed
adversarial learning framework consists of five modules in
which the first module is a typical image encoder, and the
following four modules are the main focuses of this paper.
First, we design a style dependent caption generator to output a sentence conditioned on an encoded image and a specified style. Second, a caption discriminator is presented to
distinguish the input sentence is real or not. The discriminator is performed in an adversarial manner with the generator during training, and thus guides the generator towards

generating more natural and human-like caption. Third, a
style classifier is introduced to discriminate what the specific style of the input sentence is. We further introduce a
back-translation module to ensure that the generated stylized captions are visually grounded. The basic intuition is
that there exists content consistency between a stylized caption and a factual caption describing the same image. Given
a pair of image and factual caption, if we generate, e.g.,
a humorous caption from the image, and then translate it
into a factual caption, we should arrive at the real factual
caption. We name this process back-translation and implement it via a multilingual neural machine translation (NMT)
[14] model in which the multi-stylized captions are regarded as source languages, and the factual caption as the target language. Overview of the framework is illustrated in
Figure 2. We enable an end-to-end optimization of the whole model with differentiable softmax approximation [13]
which anneals smoothly to discrete case. At last, we conduct comprehensive experiments using a combined dataset
containing five caption styles: humorous, romantic, positive, negative and factual styles. As far as our knowledge
goes, our work is the first to successfully perform multistyle image captioning with unpaired stylized data. In summary, the main contributions of this paper are:
• We propose MSCap, a unified multi-style image captioning model that learns to map images into attractive captions of multiple styles. The model is end-toend trainable without using supervised style-specific
image-caption paired data.
• We design a novel style-dependent caption generator
that which enables leveraging unpaired stylized captions for model pre-training. And we introduce a backtranslation module to assure the generated captions to
be consistent with the image content.
• We provide both qualitative and quantitative results on
the multi-style and single-style image captioning tasks,
showing the superiority of our proposed model.

2. Related Work
2.1. Image Captioning
Recent advances in deep learning and release of large
scale datasets, e.g. MS COCO [22] and Flickr30k [27],
have led to end-to-end trainable image captioning models.
Most modern image captioning systems adopts the encoderdecoder framework [36, 40, 38, 41], where a convolutional
neural network (CNN) encodes images into visual features,
and a RNN takes the image features as inputs to decode
them into sentences, typically trained end-to-end by maximum likelihood estimation. It has been shown that attention
mechanisms [40, 23, 1] and high-level attributes/concepts
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[42, 48] can help image captioning. Recently, reinforcement learning is introduced into image captioning models
to directly optimize task-specific metrics [28, 46]. Some
works adopts GANs to generate human-like [29] or diverse
captions [21].

3. MSCap for Multi-Style Image Captioning
We first present the overview of our MSCap framework
(Sec. 3.1), then describe each module of it and introduce
the objectives and strategy for training.

3.1. Framework Overview
2.2. Stylized Image Captioning
Stylized image captioning aims at generating captions
that are successfully stylized and describe the image content accurately. Some works have been proposed to tackle
this task, which could be divided into two categories: models using parallel stylized image-caption data (supervised
mode) [25, 7, 31, 43] and models using non-parallel stylized corpus (semi-supervised mode) [10, 24]. SentiCap [25]
handles the positive/negative styles and proposes to model
word changes with two parallel Long Short Term Memory networks (LSTM) and word-level supervisions. StyleNet
[10] handles the humorous/romantic styles by factoring the
input weight matrices to contain a style specific factor matrix. SF-LSTM [7] experiments on the above four caption
styles and propose to learn two groups of matrices to capture the factual and stylized knowledge, respectively.
However, all these works are built to translate images into captions of a single caption style, while our model can
simultaneously handle multiple styles. More similar to our
work, You et al. [43] propose two simple methods to inject
sentiments into image captions and can control the sentiment by providing different sentiment labels. However, this
model is trained in supervised mode, while our model works in a harder semi-supervised mode with no requirement on
parallel stylized data.

2.3. Generative Adversarial Networks
The Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [11]
framework learn generative models without explicitly defining a loss function for a target distribution. GANs has
shown promising results in fields of computer vision, including image super-resolution [20], photo editing [6, 30],
domain adaptation [35, 5], image-to-image translation [26,
15, 9] and text-to-image translation [45]. Though GANs have achieved great successes on computer vision applications, there are only little progress on applying it to sequence generation tasks because the non-differentiability of
discrete word tokens makes generator optimization difficult.
Recently, some techniques have been proposed to addresses
the none-differentiable challenge [19, 44, 13]. In our work,
we employ the method proposed in [13] which uses continuous relaxation to approximate the discrete sampling process
so that the training procedure can be effectively optimized
through back-propagation.

The overall framework of the proposed MSCap is illustrated in Figure 2. It is comprised of five basic subnetworks,
i.e., an image encoder E, a caption generator G, a caption
discriminator D, a style classifier C, and a back-translation
network T . We are given a factual dataset P = {(x, ŷf )},
with paired image x along with its corresponding factual
caption ŷf , and a collection of unpaired stylized sentences
P u = {(ŷs , s)}, s ∈ {s1 ...sk } containing captions of k distinctive styles, where ŷs denote a stylized caption with style
s. We regard the factual captions ŷf as having the “factual” style, denoted as s0 , which would help model training
since the large dataset of factual captions can be included in
the training data. We denote the extended stylized corpus
dataset as P ′ = {(ŷs , s)}, s ∈ {s0 , .., sk }. Given an image x and a style label s, we aim at generating a sentence y
such that: 1) y is a natural sentence, 2) y is of style s, and
3) (x, y) forms a relevant pair.
The caption generator G conditions on the encoded image features E(x) and a target style label s to generate a
sentence y, i.e. y = G(E(x), s). This sentence is fed
into D, C, and T for enforcing it to satisfy the three requirements, respectively. Specifically, the discriminator D
classifies whether a caption is a natural, human-like caption by distinguishing the fake generated caption y from real human-written captions (ŷs , s ∈ {s0 , .., sk }). The style
classifier C produces probability distributions of y belonging to each of the k + 1 style categories, and a style classification loss is thus calculated for enforcing y to be in the
given style s. The back-translation module T ensures y is
visually grounded on x. That is achieved by “translating”
y back into ŷf (i.e. T (y, s) → ŷf ) in the sense of cycleconsistency [49]. The whole system is end-to-end trained
by using differentiable softmax approximation in the caption generator.

3.2. Image Encoder
Given an image x, we first encode it to obtain image
features using a deep CNN. The image features could be
a static, global pooled representation of the image [37], or
the spatial visual features [40]. Based on the features, a
visual context vector is obtained for each time step, by directly using the static feature or calculating adaptively with
the soft-attention mechanism [40] from the visual features.
In this paper, we use the static feature to be consistent with
precious works, thus the context vector cv is cv = E(x).
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Figure 2. Overall framework of our MSCap. The multi-style caption generator takes in the encoded image feature and a style indicator
as input to generate a caption with target style. The adversarial loss, style classification loss, and back-translation loss are then calculated
based on the discriminator, classifier, and back-translation network, respectively. The red arrows denote gradient propagation enabled by
the differentiable approximation.

3.3. Caption Generator
We design a style-dependent caption generator G that
fully capture the language properties of each style by enabling directly training G with unpaired stylized captions.

Condition G on style labels. To effectively inject style
conditions into G, we use an (k + 1)-dimensional one-hot
vector to represent the k + 1 different styles, with each element represents a corresponding style. we first feed s into
a style embedding layer and then concatenate the resulting
style embedding vector with the input word embedding vector as the input vector (wt ) to the LSTM at each step.

Enable training on unpaired corpus. For unpaired stylized corpus, its syntax and grammar rules are significantly
different from that of the paired factual captions. Therefore,
it’s beneficial to explicitly model the language properties
of the unpaired corpus. However, current models usually
adopt the “injecting” mode [34], which deeply couples the
visual and linguistic information inside the recurrent loop of
the RNN/LSTM, as is shown in Figure 3 (a). Such a mode
fails to capture the language properties of unpaired corpus
because the model cannot be trained without the presence
of images.
To address this problem, we base G on the “merging”
mode [34] and a style gate (as is shown in Figure 3 (b) ). We
first move the visual context out of the LSTM, leaving the
LSTM modeling the linguistic information only. We then
introduce an additional multimodal fusion module to merge
the visual context cv and linguistic context clt for predicting
words. The style gate provides the word predictor a fallback
option to rely only on clt when the image is unavailable. Inspired by [23], we design the style gate to adaptively assign

different weights to cv and clt :
gt = σ(wgT tanh(Wg [clt ; ht ] + bg )),
ct =

gt clt

v

+ (1 − gt )c ,

(1)
(2)

where [; ] indicates concatenation, ct is the mixed context
vector, ht is hidden state of LSTM, and σ is the sigmoid activation. clt is calculated by lt = σ(Wl [wt ; cv ; ht ]+bl ), clt =
lt ⊙ tanh(mt ), where lt is a gate vector, mt is the memory cell state of the LSTM, wt is the input vector, σ is the
sigmoid activation and ⊙ represents element-wise product. A higher gt means more focus on the linguistic context.
Finally, the mixed context vector ct is concatenated with
the hidden state ht and is then fed into the word classifier
to produce the probability over the vocabulary of possible
words:


Wo [ct ; ht ]
,
(3)
pt = softmax
τ
where τ ∈ (0, 1) a temperature parameter. When training with the unpaired stylized corpus, it is natural to turn
the style gate only to the linguistic context vector, i.e.
gt = 1, ct = clt . In this case, the model relies totally on
the linguistic context for word prediction, and becomes a
pure language model.
We pre-train the caption generator with both paired factual data P and unpaired stylized corpus P u by maximizing
the log-likelihood of the ground-truth captions:
θ∗ = arg max E(x,ŷf )∈P log p(ŷf |x, s0 ; θ)+
θ

(4)
E(ŷs ,s)∈P u log p(ŷs |s; θ),

where θ is the parameters of G and s0 denotes the factual
style.

3.4. Adversarial Loss
To make the generated captions indistinguishable from
real captions, we adopt adversarial training with a discrim-
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(a) The injecting mode

T (y, s) → ŷf . T is implemented as a multilingual neural machine translation (NMT) network in which the multistylized captions are regarded as source languages, and the
factual caption as the target language. Concretely, T includes a text encoder that takes y and the target style labels
s as inputs, and a followed text decoder that takes the outputs of the text encoder as input to generate a sentence. We
then formulate the back-translation loss as minimizing the
negative log-likelihood of the factual caption:

Multimodal
Fusion

LSTM

Style & Word
Embeddings

(b) The merging mode

Figure 3. Comparison between the injecting and merging modes.
Our generator cooperates the merging mode with the style gate (gt
in (b)), which enables training directly with unpaired corpus.

inator D, where G generates a fake caption G(x, s) and D
tries to distinguish it from real captions. The adversarial
loss [11] is calculated by:
Ladv = Eŷ [log D(ŷ)] + Ex,s [1 − log D(G(x, s))],

Ltrans = E(x,ŷf ),s [− log p(ŷf |G(x, s), s; T )].

(7)

Another possible method to enforce cycle-consistency is
directly translating y back into the image x (or image features E(x)) [45, 47]. However, the text-to-image synthesis itself is a tough task and so far the performance is far
from satisfaction. While translation between two sentences
is much more mature and practical.

(5)

where ŷ is a real caption from P ′ , x is an image from P,
and s is a style label randomly sampled from {s0 , .., sk }. G
tries to minimize this objective, while D tries to maximize
it.

3.7. Full Objectives
Finally, the objective functions for G, D, C, and T are
written, respectively, as
LG = −λadv Ladv + λcls Lcls + λtrans Ltrans ,

3.5. Style Classification Loss
Given an image x and a target style label s, it is required
that the generated caption should correctly own the target
style. To satisfy this condition, we employ an style classifier
C to constrain the generated caption y to own the desired
style, i.e. C(G(x, s)) → s. The style classification loss for
C and G is formulated as follows:
Lcls = Eŷ [− log C(s0 |ŷ)] + Ex,s [− log C(s|G(x, s))].
(6)

3.6. Back-Translation Loss
By minimizing the adversarial and classification losses
(Eqn. 5 and 6) , G is trained to generate captions that are
human-like and classified to its correct target style. However, minimizing the two losses along does not guarantee that
generated captions accurately describe the content of its input images, i.e. visually grounded. To alleviate this problem, we introduce the back-translation module T to impose
a condition on the relation among y, ŷf , and x.
We begin from the observation that the factual imagecaption pair (x, ŷf ) shares the same content information.
From this point, the relevancy between the generated caption y and the image x can be approximated by the relevancy between y and the “ground-truth” factual caption ŷf .
Thus, we constrain y to be consistent with ŷf in the sense
of sentence content. This is achieved by using the backtranslation module T that “translates” y back into yf , i.e.

LD = Ladv , LC = Lcls , LT = Ltrans ,

(8)

where λadv , λcls and λtrans are hyper-parameters for balancing the losses.

3.8. Training Strategy
Adversarial training over the discrete samples generated
by G hinders gradients propagation. Although samplingbased gradient estimator such as REINFORCE [39, 44] can
by adopted, we found that training with these methods can
be unstable due to the high variance of the gradient and also
inefficient since Monte Carlo roll-out if often required. Instead, we employ the continuous approximation technique
proposed by Hu et al. [13] to enable end-to-end optimization of the whole model.
Specifically, instead of sampling a single hard word
(one-hot vector) from pt (Eqn. 3), we consider the peaked
distribution vector pt itself as a soft word, which is the output of G at the t-th step and servers as an input in the t+1-th
step. At the (t + 1)-th step, we compute the word embedding vector with et+1 = We pt , where pt ∈ RN , et+1 ∈ Rd ,
and We ∈ Rd×N is the word embedding matrix. et+1 is
then fed into the LSTM. The temperature τ gradually anneals to 0 (the discrete case) as training proceeds. We empirically find that this simple yet effective approach enjoys
low variance and fast convergence. In practice, we employ
the Wasserstein GAN [2] for optimizing the adversarial loss
Ladv .
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4. Experimental Setup

4.3. Implementation Details

4.1. Dataset

We extract the 2048-dimensional image features from
the last pooling layer of ResNet-101 [12]. The dimensions of the caption generator’s LSTM hidden states and word
embeddings are fixed to 512 for all of the models discussed
herein. The dimensions of the style embeddings are set to
20. The discriminator D and classifier C are implemented
as CNNs [16] with highway connections [17]. The backtranslation network T is built on two Gated Recurrent Unit
(GRU) [8] networks, which are used as the text encoder and
decoder, respectively. The global attention mechanism [3]
is adopted in the decoder to decide which part of the source
sentence to pay attention to. All the sub-networks share
the same word embedding and style embedding. We first
pre-train the generator using both the paired factual imagecaption data and unpaired stylized corpus (Eqn. 4), with an
initial learning rate of 5 × 10−4 .
After that, we train the whole network, including
G, D, C, and T , all together according to Eqn. 8. We use
ADAM [18] optimizer for all the sub-networks, and use
fixed learning rates of 5 × 10−5 for G, D, C and 5 × 10−4
for T . We train D for 5 times more than G. We use a minibatch size of 80. Beam search with a beam size of 3 is used
when testing. We use a fixed temperature τ of 0.1. We set
λadv , λcls , and λtrans to 0.2, 1, and 5, respectively.

We conduct experiments on two publicly available stylized image caption datasets, FlickrStyle10K [10] and SentiCap [25], and a large factual image-caption dataset, MS
COCO [22]. COCO is a large image captioning dataset,
containing 82783, 40504 and 40775 images for training,
validation and test, respectively, with 5 factual captions for
each image. FlickrStyle10K contains 10K Flickr images
with stylized captions. However, only the 7K training set
are public, in which each image is labeled with 5, 1, and 1
captions for factual, humorous, and romantic styles, respectively. Following [7], we randomly select 6,000 and 1,000
of them as the training and test sets, respectively. SentiCap
is an image sentiment captioning dataset based on COCO
images, which contains images that are labeled by 3 positive and 3 negative sentiment captions. The positive and
negative subsets contain 998/673 and 997/503 images for
training/testing, respectively. We randomly sample 100 images from each of the training splits for evaluation. For convenience, we denote the humorous, romantic, positive, negative styles, and factual as Humor, Roman, Pos, Neg, and
Fact, respectively. For stylized data, during training, only the captions from the training split are used, while when
testing, both the images and captions from the test split are
used for benchmarking the models. The training set of COCO is used as the paired factual dataset P while the captions
from all the five styles are used as the unpaired stylized corpus P ′ .

4.2. Compared Approaches
There are only few works that address the stylized image
captioning problem with unpaired data (semi-supervised
learning) as ours do. Thus, we also compare our model with models using paired training data, i.e. learning in
fully-supervised mode. We compare our approach with the
following methods:
• NIC [36]: the standard encoder-decoder model. We
train it with factual image-caption pairs from COCO
and treat it as the factual baseline.
• NIC-FT: We finetune the trained NIC model with
paired stylized data on each of the four styles separately.
• SF-LSTM [7]: the current state-of-the-art supervised
model for single-style image captioning.
• StyleNet [10]: the single-style semi-supervised model that factors the input weight matrices to contain a
style specific factor matrix. We implement this model to first pre-train it with paired factual data and then
separately train four models for each style.

5. Experimental Results
5.1. Quality of Generated Captions
We evaluate the quality of generated captions in terms of
relevance with input images, fluency, and accuracy of style.
Relevancy For each of the five styles, the image-stylized
caption pairs in the testing split could be used for benchmarking the models [25, 7]. We report the widely used
automatic evaluation metrics, BLEU-1, BLEU-3, METEOR, and CIDEr [22]. These metrics are mostly based on ngram overlap, which are not perfect metrics for evaluating
stylied captions because stylized image captioning allows
more flexibility for choosing words and phrases used to describe an image. Table 1 and 2 summarize the results on the
Pos/Neg and Roman/Humor styles, respectively. Compared
with the semi-supervised model, i.e. StyleNet, our multistyle model achieves the best performance on all styles,
including Pos, Neg, Roman, and Humor. Compared with
fully-supervised models, our model is close to these models
on the Pos/Neg styles. While on the harder Roman/Humor
styles, the scores are lower because the humor/roman captions are typically much longer and more flexible. Specifically, our model gets comparable scores on BLEU-1, while
its BLEU-3 score is lower. That is corresponding to our intuition: because BLEU-n measures the precision and recall
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Table 1. Performance comparisons on the test splits of Pos and Neg styles. unpaired means the model uses unpaired stylized text for
training, i.e. semi-supervised learning. B@n, M, C, ppl., cls. are short for BLEU-n, METEOR, CIDEr, perplexity, style classification
accuracy (%), respectively. For ppl. smaller is better, for the others larger is better.

Model
NIC
NIC-FT
SF-LSTM
StyleNet
MSCap

Negative

Positive

Unpaired

Multistyle

B@1

B@3

M

C

ppl.

cls.

B@1

B@3

M

C

ppl.

cls.

no
no
no
yes
yes

no
no
no
no
yes

47.6
48.2
50.5
45.3
46.9

16.3
17.3
19.1
12.1
16.2

14.9
16.6
16.6
12.1
16.8

55.1
54.3
60.0
36.3
55.3

25.6
20.4
–
24.8
19.6

22.4
91.3
–
45.2
92.5

46.9
47.3
50.3
43.7
45.5

16.1
17.8
20.1
10.6
15.4

14.8
16.1
16.2
10.9
16.2

54.0
55.4
59.7
36.6
51.6

25.4
21.5
–
25.0
19.2

23.2
89.5
–
56.6
93.4

Table 2. Performance comparisons on the test splits of Roman and Humor styles.

Model
NIC
NIC-FT
SF-LSTM
StyleNet
MSCap

Romantic

Humorous

Unpaired

Multistyle

B@1

B@3

M

C

ppl.

cls.

B@1

B@3

M

C

ppl.

cls.

no
no
no
yes
yes

no
no
no
no
yes

25.1
26.9
27.8
13.3
17.0

7.0
7.5
8.2
1.5
2.0

10.6
11.0
11.2
4.5
5.4

33.0
35.4
37.5
7.2
10.1

61.6
27.7
–
52.9
20.4

24.3
82.6
–
37.8
88.7

25.5
26.3
27.4
13.4
16.3

7.2
7.4
8.5
0.9
1.9

9.7
10.2
11.0
4.3
5.3

33.5
35.1
39.5
11.3
15.2

57.1
31.8
–
48.1
22.7

25.5
80.1
–
41.9
91.3

of n-grams, it is too hard for a semi-supervised model to
achieve the exact matching of long phrases, e.g. 3-grams.

Fluency We evaluate the fluency of the generated captions in terms of the target style. We use a language modeling
toolkit, SRILM [32], to test the fluency of generated sentences. SRILM calculates the perplexity of the generated
sentences using the trigram language model trained on the
respective corpus. We train such language models on each
of the stylized corpus and compute the perplexity scores
(denoted as ppl.) for the generated captions of each style
and each model. Lower perplexity score of a caption indicates it is more fluent and appropriately stylized. The results are shown in Table 1 and 2 (see ppl. columns). As we
can see, our approach maintains the lowest perplexity scores
across all styles, including the supervised models. Particularly, our model maintains significantly better fluency than
StyleNet.

Style accuracy We measure how often a generated caption has the correct target style according to a pre-trained
style classifier. For this purpose, we use the TextCNN [16]
as a style judger. It’s trained on the P ′ dataset and achieves
nearly perfect accuracy of 97.8%. The results of the style
classification accuracy (denoted as cls.) are shown in Table
1 and 2 (see cls. columns). As can be seen, across all styles,
our model achieves the highest style classification accuracy
among all methods, including the oracle method, NIC-FT.

Table 3. Ablation study results. The scores of each metrics are its
average scores on four styles (e.g. Pos, Neg, Humor, Roman).

Model

Cider

Perplexity ↓

Style acc.%

NIC
NIC-FT
StyleNet

43.9
45.1
22.9

42.4
25.4
37.7

23.9
85.9
45.4

MSCap
MSCap w/o adv.
MSCap w/o cls.
MSCap w/o trans.
MSCap w/o XE.

33.1
14.6
20.5
7.72
30.3

20.5
57.1
49.6
13.6
22.2

91.5
66.7
30.0
96.0
88.7

Human evaluations Automatic evaluation metrics cannot perfectly reflect the stylized captions’ quality in the
users’ minds. Therefore, we perform human evaluation
on the generated captions in terms of fluency, relevancy
and style appropriateness. We randomly selected 50 images from the testing set and generate stylized captions for
each image, resulting totally 50 × 4 image-caption pairs to
be evaluated. We asked 10 volunteers to rate the captions.
The volunteers were asked to rank the generated captions
in terms of their fluency, relevancy, and style appropriateness. Fluency was rated from 0 (unreadable) to 3 (perfect).
Relevancy was rated from 0 (unrelated) to 3 (very related).
Style appropriateness means whether a caption appropriately owns the desired styles, rated from 0 (bad) to 3 (perfect).
The scores on each style and their average are shown in Table 4. As we can see, our MSCap rates between 1.92 ∼ 2.62
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Factual

a man smiles near people as he
skateboards indoors.

two giraffes are standing outdoors
near a building.

a man riding skis down a snow
covered slope.

an elephant is in some brown
grass and some trees.

Roman

a man jumping a skateboard in the
room, proud of his accomplishment.

two giraffes are walking through
the filed, exploring the woods.

a man in a black jacket is jumping
over a snow covered mountain to
experience the thrill of life.

a baby elephant is running through
the grass to meet his lover.

Humor

a man does tricks
skateboard to show off.

his

two hungry giraffes standing in the
filed looking for things to eat.

a lonely skier goes down an snowy
hill thinking of cute lady skiers.

a elephant is balancing on a grass
covered field.

Pos

a great image of a young people do
tricks on his skateboards.

two giraffes in a pleasant park are
against beautiful trees.

a amazing people stand on his skis
on a snowy hill.

an elephant enjoying the nice day
while standing on the grass.

Neg

a poor boy skateboards in the
crowded room.

two giraffes are against a broken
tree and dead grass.

a man stands on his broken skis in
the dirty snow.

a poor elephant is approaching a
dead filed.

on

Figure 4. Examples of the stylized captions generated by MSCap. Each column shows an image and its corresponding captions, while
captions at each row correspond to one of the caption styles: factual, romantic, humorous, positive, and negative.
Table 4. Human evaluations results of the generated captions in
terms of fluency, relevancy, and style appropriateness.

Style

Pos

Neg

Roman

Humor

Avg.

Fluency
Relevancy
Style

2.62
2.46
2.33

2.43
2.37
2.28

2.12
2.02
2.12

2.04
1.92
2.06

2.30
2.19
2.20

on all the items among all styles, which could be considered
satisfactory since the highest score is 3.

5.2. Ablation Study
We conduct ablation study to show how much each component of MSCap contributes to the caption quality. Specifically, we remove the adversarial loss (Ladv ), the classification loss (Lcls ) and the back-translation loss (Ltrans ) from
the generator’s objective function (LG in Eqn. 8), denoted as w/o adv., w/o. cls., and w/o. trans., respectively.
To show the effect of our designed generator that enables
training directly with unpaired text (Eqn. 4), we train another MSCap model that only use paired data during the
XE training, denoted as w/o XE.. The results are summarized in Table 3. As we can see, without Ladv , the model
performs very poorly in almost all metrics. We found that
its output sentences are mostly non-fluent, which contains
many repetitive words, such as “nice nice day”, “a a boy”.
Without Lcls , the model scores very low on the style classification accuracy, indicating that it fails to generate stylized
captions of desired style. Without Ltrans , though the model scores the lowest perplexity and highest style accuracy
scores, however, the CIDEr score decreases markedly. This
is because although the individual sentences are fluent and

stylized, however, the captions are not event related to the
images. Also, we found a large number of captions are identical. The results validate the significance and effectiveness of the back-translation module to enforce relevancy between generated captions and images. Without pre-training
on unpaired stylized text (w/o XE.), the performance of the
model drops on all metrics. We infer that pre-training on
unpaired stylized text helps the generator to better capture
the language properties of the stylized data.

5.3. Example Results
In Figure 4, we show four example captions generated by
our MSCap. We can see that the captions are fluent, relevant to the image, and also correctly stylized with the target
style. For example, the captions of the first image contain
words (“proud”, “trick”, “great”, and “poor” ) that match
well with the desired styles (factual, romantic, humorous,
positive, and negative styles, respectively).

6. Conclusion
We have proposed the MSCap, a multi-style image captioning model trained using unpaired stylized corpus. MSCap can generate human-like, appropriately stylized, visually grounded, and style-controllable captions. In addition,
MSCap is a single unified model that can be easily scaled to
more caption styles. Extensive experiments demonstrated
the efficacy of MSCap.
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